
 

Fifth Sunday in Lent Isaiah 6:1-8 
 Acts 22:2-5; 26:9-12 
 James 5:16  

CONFESSION 

Step Five 
Admitted to God, to ourselves, and to another human being 

the exact nature of our wrongs. 
 

 One of the remarkable things about the biblical record is its 
openness. Yes, there are endless unanswered questions. If you are 
like me, you wish somebody had taken the trouble to go interview all 
the people Jesus encountered – say, five years later – to find out what 
their lives were like because of that encounter. The synoptic Gospels 
feel too short, as if writing were hard work or the writers were busy with 
important ministries and eager to get back to them. Nevertheless, 
one of the remarkable things about the biblical record is its openness. 

 Though not always so among us in this church, in our society in 
general it is still fashionable to be secretive, to be closed off, to keep 
the bad mistakes and wounds and problems to ourselves. Though that 
tendency may be changing in our time, the Christian church – once an 
open, sharing, working community of friends – has become a museum 
piece, a place to get dressed up for and put on airs. “Church” has be-
come one of the last places in our society where people can be open 
or honest. Everybody needs to look good, act holy, and impress each 
other with godliness, or at least cleanliness, and a mask of calm and 
competence. A person can visit many a sanctuary in our land for months, 
even years, and never guess that anybody there is having any serious 
struggles or defeats or doubts. 

 This scenario is not at all the impression we have of the early 
church, or of the biblical record as a whole. The Bible was interested 
in real life. It still is, until we try to make it too perfect or holy. It is 
remarkable and worthy of notice that the biblical heroes are not 
whitewashed. Whatever struggles there have been with editing and 
collecting, mostly the stories are not “cleaned up.” From Genesis to 
Revelation, the people are in trouble and the people are in transition. 
The real hero is God, who keeps forgiving, restoring, inspiring, healing, 
guiding, and leading any who are willing to confess their need and turn 
to him. 
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 No time for a complete list, but just to make the point: Noah is 
a drunk; Jacob is a liar and a thief (inspired to be so by his mother, 
Rebecca); Moses is a murderer; King David is a murderer and an adul-
terer; Solomon is an idolater; Isaiah has a dirty mouth; Peter denies; 
Paul persecutes followers of the WAY, and most would say is also a 
murderer; Mark is a coward; John is a racist. It’s hard to find perfect 
people, except among the pretenders. So God deals with the likes of you 
and me. The stories are not about how perfect these people are, but are 
about what happens to them when they repent, confess, turn to God. 

 What I am leading up to, of course, is the fact that confession has 
always been a major and necessary part of our tradition. If we confess 
our sins, he is faithful and just to forgive us our sins and to cleanse us 
from all unrighteousness. (I John 1:9) What if we do not confess our 
sins? What if we have no sins? There are no provisions for such a 
contingency. Such a state could not exist as “church,” so the church 
has no category for it. 

 It is not an enemy who tells us of Peter’s denial. It is not a smear 
campaign that defames the Apostle Paul. The Book of Acts reveals that 
it is Paul himself who keeps telling his story. He doesn’t want anybody 
to think he or they are qualified for Christianity because of good behav-
ior, excellent spiritual credentials, or superior record or performance. 
Just as important, he doesn’t want anybody feeling they are disqualified 
because of bad behavior, terrible spiritual credentials, or inferior abilities 
or performance. In the Christian Way of Life, the hero is never us – 
not ultimately. The hero is God in Christ, who takes us as we are and 
heals us, transforms us, sanctifies us, makes us new. 

 “Admitted to God, to ourselves, and to another human being the 
exact nature of our wrongs.” If we confess our sins, he is faithful and 
just to forgive us our sins and to cleanse us from all unrighteousness. 

 Step Five very frequently comes after Step Four. That’s what you 
would expect, isn’t it? You might think this is sarcasm, or right on 
the verge of it. But unfortunately it is all too common for Step Five to 
be skipped or neglected, even after Step Four has been taken. It is 
equally unfortunate that Step Five is sometimes attempted before Step 
Four has been accomplished. No need to dwell on it for long, but people 
who confess without taking a thorough and fearless inventory do very 
often confess the wrong things; or confess in such a way that no healing 
comes; or confess as a technique for gaining sympathy or for setting 
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things up so they will not be expected or required to change. Just 
because it is a spiritual step – recommended by AA and at the core of 
the Christian tradition for thousands of years – does not mean it works 
automatically no matter how we approach it or what our motives. Most 
of us know people who very frequently say they are sorry but rarely show 
any evidence to support such a claim. They say they are sorry but there 
is no behavioral change. How long does it take you to stop believing them? 

 One of the earliest stories in the Bible is the story of Cain. He 
murders his brother Abel, but there is never any hint that he is truly 
sorry. He never repents. He never confesses. The result is that the sin 
dogs his steps for the rest of his life, and even drags its ugliness into 
succeeding generations. The story makes it clear that God is willing to 
work with Cain – that God is eager to stop the evil from spreading and 
ruining life beyond the ruination already wrought. But Cain won’t have it. 
Cain is too proud to repent or confess. So Cain lives with it, is stuck 
with it, and carries it forever. 

 Having turned our wills and our lives over to the care of God (in 
Step Three), we become engaged – or embroiled – in a process that is 
truly the business end of God’s caring. Steps Four through Ten are 
the steps we take: our side of the process; our cooperation with God’s 
caring – God’s healing, restoring, and nurturing us back to health and 
strength. However, Steps Four through Ten are far from the full story of 
what is going on. God is always more active than we are in this process 
and in the caring. But if we do not work Steps Four through Ten, then 
we are balking, holding back, hanging on to old ways and all they 
stand for. Can you picture in your mind a mule, all four feet planted, 
with someone in front gently tugging on the reins? God does not coerce. 
If we have turned life and will over to God’s caring, we walk the steps. 
If not, the journey is still theory without practice: nothing happens, 
nothing changes. 

 We can only work one step at a time, but it is still no secret what 
God is about. We come powerless, seeking a Power greater than ourselves. 
We turn our wills and our lives over to the care of some Higher Power – 
our best understanding of it. We turn it over to God. What is the 
situation? The situation is that according to our own definitions, we are 
defeated – or we would never have made it through the First Step, never 
mind the first three. The truth is that we carry such weight of fear, guilt, 
remorse, dashed hopes, broken dreams, old resentments, rejection, 
betrayal, abandonment, and injustice – we carry this enormous weight – 
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until it becomes so heavy we are no longer able to carry it. We can 
shuffle along for a few steps sometimes or maybe crawl through the 
days, but we cannot run or skip or dance anymore. And the weight 
doesn’t always show up in any direct, tangible way. It may crop up in 
disease, depression, anger, and/or doubt. But for the most part, we are 
only semiconscious of all the weight we are actually carrying. We think 
that putting it out of our minds – putting it behind us – means it will no 
longer weigh us down. 

 That is not how it works. An unconfessed sin is a dead weight on 
the back of our soul. Unless we feel true sorrow, repent, confess it, ask 
for forgiveness, make amends, and receive the forgiveness of God, then 
we carry this weight forever. Most of us spend years trying to believe life 
doesn’t work this way – that maybe it works for others, but not for us. 
We spend years trying to beat the dealer, trying to find some other 
approach or philosophy or system that will not require us to work Steps 
Four through Ten – the steps of remorse, repentance, confession, 
absolution, penance. (Does it sound like AA is pure Catholicism? 
Well, maybe Catholicism made pure.) In the tradition of the church, 
no Christian is supposed to take communion unless they have gone to 
confession. It has been terribly stylized and ritualized, but it reminds 
us of the truth – once vibrant and vital – that if we don’t keep clearing 
off the weight of alienation and sin, we will soon be too heavy to move. 

 So Lent has always been a time for prayer and fasting, a time for 
inventory, a time for confession. It is a time to lose weight and get back 
into shape – spiritual weight and spiritual shape. Step Five is not the full 
package, just the confession part of it. One step at a time, remember? 
“Admitted to God, to ourselves, and to another human being the exact 
nature of our wrongs.” Have you ever done that? After taking a thorough 
and fearless inventory, have you ever sat down with another human 
being and gone over the exact nature of your wrongs? If so, you walk 
light. If so, you will go on doing this step from time to time because you 
have experienced the lifting of the weight and will never again be content 
to live under the crushing load. It’s too hard, too heavy, and makes it 
impossible to get anywhere or make any real progress. 

 Inventory without confession is dead – a waste of time. How many 
of us stumble for years over this simple principle? We think that if we 
take the inventory – clear our minds, get the facts and the information 
straightened out and clear before us – that is what matters. Why burden 
anybody else with it? Why embarrass ourselves further? Just make note 
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of it and move on, let it go, be done with it. How has that worked for you? 
Has it taken the weight off, cleared your guilt, restored you to joy and 
peace, put the spring back into your step? Inventory without confession 
is dead – a waste of time. Therefore confess your sins to one another, 
and pray for one another, that you may be healed. (James 5:16) Healed 
of what? Healed of our guilt. If we do not move on from Step Four to 
Step Five, we will know what our sins are but they will not be healed. 
The weight will not be lifted. In accountant language, we may have all 
the right numbers in the columns and everything figured correctly, but 
without confession (Step Five) we will never get out of the red. 

 Staying with the discipline of Step Five, the confession comes in 
three parts. Thousands of Twelve-Steppers claim to have taken a Fifth 
Step when they have only done the last third of the step – the least 
important part of it. This is a vast improvement over no Fifth Step at 
all, but I am always surprised when people will not take the step as it is 
stated. They jump to the conclusion that the first two parts are automatic 
or unimportant, and rush off to do their Step Five with another human 
being. They think this is the real power of the step, but it is not. I strongly 
recommend that you listen to the step and do what the step tells you, in 
the order it tells you: first to God, then to yourself, and finally to another 
human being. 

1.) ADMITTED TO GOD THE EXACT NATURE OF OUR WRONGS 

 God knows everything. God was present when we did the inventory. 
So that takes care of that, right? Wrong! Even though we know God 
knows, it is a very difficult, revealing, and necessary process to walk into 
the presence of God on purpose and, in a calm and unhurried fashion, 
go over the list of our wrongs and the memories that are attached to 
them, giving God ample time to reflect on each item with us. “Dear God, 
this is the situation you put me in – this is what I made of it. This is the 
life you gave me – this is what I did with it.” One at a time; no hurry, 
no avoidance, no ducking. Not with God in the background somewhere, 
but with God right there looking at you and invited to comment, to 
interact, to work it through with you. 

 It is an incredible experience. It is the deepest of the three confes-
sions, and the one from which we learn the most. It is the one in which 
we discover the most tender understanding, and the one in which we 
discover threads and themes within ourselves that we did not understand 
or know before. It is the confession that will not gloss over or make light 
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of what we have done, yet brings us to far greater appreciation of all 
of life, including our own. It is also true, in many ways, that unless we 
do this confession in God’s presence first, we will not have received the 
assurance, confidence, or forgiveness necessary to approach the other 
two levels as we should. 

2.) ADMITTED TO OURSELVES THE EXACT NATURE 
OF OUR WRONGS 

 Again we assume that, having written the Fourth Step, we auto-
matically “told ourselves” or admitted to ourselves the exact nature 
of our wrongs. Again I suggest a second look. There are many layers 
of the self within. While the Fourth Step is often an incredible inner 
awakening and inner confrontation, the Fifth Step still calls for this 
admission to ourselves. Some of our Fourth Step is done with the analyti-
cal self, the objective information-seeking part of our brain. Unavoidably, 
the process is spread out over many weeks. Having gone to God with the 
results of the inventory, and especially with the exact nature of our 
wrongs – having discovered that the true Author and authority of the 
universes cares about us despite what we have done and failed to do – 
we still have unfinished business with our own inner being, especially 
with our “higher self,” or soul. 

 Something inside us has been very hurt by our failures, mistakes, 
wrong turns, evil choices, and wrong motives. Necessarily we have 
avoided these very subjects, even inside ourselves – hiding behind 
rationalizations, excuses, busyness, and noise – until we have become 
strangers to our own inner beings. Now we need to repair the channels 
and get reacquainted, and it cannot happen without a Fifth Step. We 
discover we have hurt and disappointed our own inner being more than 
anyone else, except for God. And this confession is absolutely necessary 
if we are ever to become friends with ourselves again. 

 As with God, we must take unhurried time to go over the Fifth Step 
with our higher self, our inner being. It feels strange at first to go over 
the material again, when maybe only a few days before we went over 
it all with God. But the dialogue and the experience will quickly show 
themselves to be very different. And the result will heal a different place 
within us. 
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3.) ADMITTED TO ANOTHER HUMAN BEING THE EXACT NATURE 
OF OUR WRONGS 

 The credentials of the person are not mentioned. It does not have 
to be a professional counselor or a priest or somebody superior to us. 
Clearly AA believes in “the priesthood of all believers.” In one sense, 
it hardly matters which human being listens to your Fifth Step with you. 
This person represents all human beings. What we do and who we are 
impact the others who live here, so we confess to another human being, 
who symbolizes them all. And having admitted to that person the exact 
nature of our wrongs and finding ourselves still alive – perhaps even still 
able to talk, still be cared about, still allowed to be part of the human 
family – there comes this incredible new awareness that spreads all 
through us. 

*          *          * 

 God knows, our truest inner self knows, another human being 
knows – knows what we have been afraid to know, admit, own up to, 
or confess, often for years. But afterward we are still alive, still cared 
about, still accepted – only now without all the secrets, subterfuge, 
pretending, masks, and postures. Can you believe that? Not until you 
take a full Fifth Step. 

 I do not understand how anybody who doesn’t know about the 
Cross could ever bring themselves to do the first and deepest part of a 
Fifth Step. Perhaps that is why so many Twelve-Steppers jump quickly 
to the third phase of this step. The authority and acceptance of another 
imperfect human being is a much smaller chasm to attempt. But I hope 
you will not settle for it. The healing is too small and partial and short-
lived for those who would live in the Kingdom. Besides, you do know 
about the Cross, and the mercy that has no borders and no limits. 
Aim for that, my friends. 
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